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(German Lifestyle and Culture) 

Who is the typical German? 
The problem with 'average' 

Solberg-Krause doeso't see the "awrage" German 

reflected in the study, though. "That would be half

male, half-female and mid-50s. But there arc also 

many who are under 20, many who are over 60. 

One can't really do too much with the concept of 

'average,"' be said, adding that the purpose of the 

s tudy rests more in delivering information about 

attitudes and behaviors among specific social 

groups. 

Jurgen Schupp, a social rcsearC'her at the German 

Helmut Krause-Solberg: There is no 'avcragE.'' German 

lnstih1te for Economic Research (DIW), agrees, noting that there's much vaiiation behind the idea of 

the average German that emerges from the study - making such a cbai·acte1ization problematic. 

"Typically German now refers to a plurality. It's difficult to class the people living in Gennany now as 

belonging to a general b·cnd or social grouping." 

Last year, Schupp beaded a project called the Socio-economic Panel (SOEP), a representative swYey 

that aimed to determine social trends in Germany•. 

Self-image 

And what do the Germans think about themselves? Another study, commissioned by one of the 

country's large breweries, revealed that 35 percent ofrespondents called themselves "typically 

German:" Nearly the same amount (36 percent) responded that they do not fall into that categrny. And 

the remainder were undecided. 

Among those surveyed, 73 percent said that Germans arc har<lly as honest, punctual and conscientious 

as people seem to think. 

There were hard facts when it came to beer 

consumption, which has been diminishing in 

Germany for years. Compared \lith other 

countries, Gennany is still behind only the 

Czech Republic and Austria when it comes to 

annual per capita beer drinking. 

Laughter versus horror 

0~1<>berfest, a !'lassie source of German stereotypes abroad The recent sh1dy falls silent when it comes to 
the country's reputed lack of humor. Ten years 

ago, however, Richard Wiseman of the University of He1tfordshire investigated humor in various 

countries. The result of his research was that German participant5 found the jokes used in the study 

funnier than participants in am other country. 

Wiseman sb·esscd, howeYer. that Germans found the jokes as a whole- including the good and tl1e 

bad - as particular]) funn) . For him, that's a sign that Ge1mans don't have an especially well

developed sense of humor but arc, instead, not especially picky about what they'll laugh at. 

Meanwhile, tl1e country's politicians ai·e trying to position themselves as funny entertainers. The 

outgoing German Vice Chancellor Philipp Rosier told the following joke about his boss in a Bavarian 

bre\\'cry at the start of his term: "Angela Merkel is now available as a Bai·bie doll, for 300 euros. The 

tl1ing is, the doll costs just 20 curos, but the price really soars thanks to the 40 pant suits.'' 

Perhaps it's a good thing if Gennans aren't too pick) when it comes to wit. 


